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A B S T R A C T

Future fusion reactors will operate under unprecedented environmental conditions and will rely on the per-
formance of complex in-vessel components during long term operation. These new reactors have key operational
differences compared to existing nuclear systems and require new materials and new design criteria for in-vessel
components. Within the EUROfusion consortium, several approaches are being taken in parallel: modification of
existing frameworks and development of new databases, handbooks and design criteria specific for EU-DEMO
operation. These adaptations and advances need to be considered within the context of the novel materials and
multi-material interfaces being considered for the unprecedented fusion in-vessel components operational en-
vironment. The materials properties required for qualification in conventional nuclear sites are reviewed along
with proposed pragmatic adaptations required for DEMO reactors arising from the potentially sparse fusion
irradiation spectrum materials database. The efforts ongoing within EUROfusion to assess the links between
materials engineering and design for fusion reactors are highlighted focusing on developments of new DEMO
specific materials databases and handbook and DEMO Design Criteria. The efforts in EUROfusion are shown to
form key steps towards new fusion reactor specific design codes.

1. Introduction

The various roadmaps for realisation of fusion electricity typically
have a demonstration reactor to proceed from ITER in advance of any
full and commercially viable power plant system; these concepts are
typically called DEMOs [1–3]. DEMO concepts are typified by the fact
that they will combine the engineering testing of new materials and
components, tritium breeding self-sufficiency and providing net elec-
tricity to the grid. The move towards DEMO reactors brings significant
changes when compared to proceeding tokamak devices, such as JET,
EAST, JT-60U [4–6] and ITER [7]. One of the most pressing challenges
is developing and validating in-vessel components and materials that
are capable of operation under long term exposure to fusion spectrum
(14.1 MeV peak) neutron irradiation. The in-vessel components and
materials must operate for extended lifetimes within extreme opera-
tional environments including synergistic high steady state surface
temperatures, significant temperature gradients during steady state and
transient events and irradiation effects. High reliability requirements of
DEMO necessitates more reliable components designs and, critically,
DEMO devices will almost certainly be nuclear licensed reactors, which
impose strict criteria on the structural integrity and safety case for
operation. These factors lead to the requirements for robust designs for

DEMO in-vessel components.
Within most DEMO concepts the primary containment barriers is

envisioned as the vacuum vessel, which sits behind the key in-vessel
components of the Breeding Blanket and Divertor [8,9]. The vacuum
vessels are generally designed to be made from conventional nuclear
code qualified materials such as 316LN. The vacuum vessel is
“shielded” by the blanket and thus receives a recued neutron fluence
and energy. Typical DEMO designs aim to consider the effects of irra-
diation on the vacuum vessel as negligible, to enable conventional de-
sign codes to be used. This criteria limits 316LN to a relatively low level
of irradiation damage (∼3 dpa) for its lifetime.

The key in-vessel components, the Breeding Blanket and Divertor
[8,9], are typically not intended to be part of the primary containment
barrier for the nuclear inventory [10,11]. However, the cost and re-
quired integrity of the in-vessel components within DEMO necessitate a
high confidence on their validity of design and structural integrity case
[12]." A key aspect to the success of the in-vessel components and key
to acceptability by investors and plant licensing will be understanding
the materials engineering and design interface.

A focal point for the materials engineering and design interface will
be the interlink between the engineering design and qualification/va-
lidation of the materials. Although there are key issues arising from the
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initial high energy (in comparison to fission irradiation) spectrum of
neutrons from the deuterium-tritium (D-T) reactions in the plasma,
there are many other critical challenges, often neglected in reviews, on
a pragmatic pathway to developing materials for validated use in fusion
specific design criteria or codes.1

In this paper, we will overview typical qualification of materials for
a nuclear licensed site, summarise some of the issues arising from the
fusion spectrum irradiations on materials qualification and review the
ongoing approaches within the Engineering Data and Design
Integration group of EUROfusion to prepare, DEMO specific materials
databases and handbook and new DEMO Design Criteria for in-vessel
components

2. Materials qualification for fission reactors – an overview

Fusion operation, safety and licensing are linked to cases presented
for fission reactors due to the similarity of the nuclear power plant
operation. Rightly or wrongly this means standards by which fusion
reactor will be judged will have the backdrop of fission reactors qua-
lification. This can be seen in the safety and licensing of ITER, which
was required by the French Nuclear regulator to follow typical licensing
structure for any nuclear site [13].2 The implication of this is that the
qualification of materials may need to follow a similar approach to
fission qualification. This poses significant challenges for fusion as
discussed later. Initially we briefly look at the materials qualification
approach for fission reactors.

Qualification of materials for use on fission reactors requires a
comprehensive and resource intensive programme. While more com-
plete overviews can be found elsewhere ([15,16]), here we overview
the main concepts.

The qualification of materials for fission reactors typically follow
prescribed stages from nuclear codes such as ASME [17]. Where qua-
lification focuses on development of, experimentally derived, materials
database from which materials allowables (materials allowables are the
accepted materials properties values to be used in design codes/criteria
based on assessments of the experimental data with approved en-
gineering safety factors applied) can be determined to evaluate mate-
rials and components over the anticipated operational conditions and
accident scenarios of the fission reactor. This approach is generally
engineered towards acceptability of a design by analysis approach [18].
The materials database should therefore contain details on every ma-
terial (specific composition and processing route, including joints) over
the operational and accident conditions for the reactors, encompassing
all stress, temperature and irradiation effects.

The materials database needs to ensure all anticipated damage
mechanisms, such as monotonic and cyclic irradiation and mechanical
damage, can be evaluated from the data. That the data is obtained via
standardised and approved testing conditions (typically ASTM stan-
dards – [19]). That the materials are representative of the real product,
typically requiring a least three industrially produced batches of each
material to fall within specification. That the testing is of sufficient
provenance to ensure acceptability, requiring traceability of the mate-
rials from source, through sample manufacture to testing from accre-
dited establishments. There must be sufficient tests to allow statistical

analysis of the data to derive minimum and average properties with
confidence, including acceptable testing over the full operational con-
ditions such as testing at 25 °C intervals from the minimum to max-
imum temperature anticipated [20].

Typically testing of irradiated samples aim to demonstrate that the
effects of irradiation damage can be considered negligible on perfor-
mance and materials allowables. If irradiation effects are considered
non-negligible special conditions must be met to allow for operation.

For fission reactors, irradiation effects are typically evaluated from
testing materials in fission test reactors to assess degradation under
fission spectrum irradiation, and using materials surveillance samples
within reactors, ensuring degradation effects are evaluated in advance
of effects on structural components [21]. As will be discussed, these
approaches are not currently considered viable for fusion reactors, yet
due to the non-negligible effects of fusion spectrum irradiation, as-
sessments are potentially more important for fusion reactors that for
fission.

As evidenced above qualification of materials for fission reactors is
prolonged and expensive, and effected the inclusion of new materials
due to costs and risks. The fusion community needs to consider the
viability of this approach carefully and acceptance to materials in-
novation needs to be considered throughout the early stages of in-
dustrialization of fusion reactors.

3. Inclusion of new materials within DEMO designs

Most materials for fusion reactors will be conventional materials
used in (mostly) conventional ways, such as the concrete structures.
The critical challenges in qualification for fusion and the need for new
materials lies with the in-vessel components such as the breeder blanket
and divertor [22,23].

Owing to the unique operational demands, such as> 5MW/m2

heat flux for divertor armor, and the fusion communities commitment
to ensuring no long term activated waste materials exist from fusion
after 100 years of operation [24], materials for typical fusion in-vessel
components are specialised and not qualified in existing nuclear codes
(apart from EUROFER97 where the base metal is in the probationary
codes of RCC-MRx [25]). These specialised materials can be considered
novel materials for qualification. The use of novel components and
novel materials within the designs of the in-vessel components of the
EU-DEMO concept necessitated reviews of how the design would get
approved and what steps need to be considered.

In a simplified consideration, approval and acceptance of designs
lies with nuclear regulators and funding stakeholders, which will judge
structurally acceptability. The acceptability of the designs will, most
likely, be based on a design by analysis [18] approach for the in-vessel
components. The acceptability (by regulators, stakeholders and en-
gineers) of design will be partly determined from acceptable design
criteria that accurately accommodate component failure modes, in
operational and accident conditions. The acceptability of design criteria
and design rules will dependent on accurately capturing the materials
allowables. The acceptability of materials allowables will be based on
acceptability of the materials property handbooks for the materials and
associated experimental database captured materials properties from
experimental tests. Thus, the success of EU-DEMO design relies on a
series of developments including new DEMO specific design criteria,
materials property handbook and databases. These needs have long
been recognised within the EUROfusion programme. The development
of DEMO specific design criteria, database and handbook, ongoing
within the Engineering Data and Design Integration group of EURO-
fusion, are overviewed individually in the proceeding sections, with a
special section on fusion irradiation effects.

3.1. DEMO design criteria

There are many reviews that have highlighted the gaps in existing

1 Codes are comprehensive documentation covering set of rules and recommendations
that are used to assist regulatory compliance. Codes typically include, fabrication, ma-
terials procurement, materials testing and qualification requirements, design and ana-
lysis. Codes are typically owned by a standards development organisation. Design cri-
teria are bodies of rule and recommendations that support design validation typically
including design rules and materials allowables, they are often part of a wider code but
can be used in isolation.

2 There are potential variations to the precedence of qualification of fusion reactors
following conventional nuclear licensed site qualification as seen with ITER. Other na-
tional regulating bodies have indicated fusion reactors may be considered separately from
fission or existing nuclear licensing cases and will require new precedence for safety and
licensing [14].
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